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Dear Reader,
Time flies by quickly. I remember when the digitalLIFE4CE consortium started the project back in
May 2017. We were looking at all the tasks ahead of us with respect and excitement. What was
clear to every partner in our consortium was, that this InterregCE project is exceptional compared
to others. Instead of focussing on just one core achievement, we had a list ahead of us, that none of
us underestimated. Since then, we have built an outstanding strong partnership with each other and
have been experiencing what #cooperationiscentral truly means. We stopped counting the miles we
travelled to work with each other and the hours spend on Skype. Despite, we look proudly back at
our outcomes like the Visualisation Tool, our Learning Hub, CE Innovation Network Alliances and our
Central European Digital Health Excellence Spots (CEDHES).
Now we take our collaboration and the results into the final phase in creating a Central European
Think Tank. This Think Tank remains and connects all partners on long term for keeping our effort
alive and transferring it into other projects and technologies. Our project ends on 31. October 2019.
I would like to invite you to join us on our journey and follow us on Twitter to stay updated on our
work until than and beyond.
In this final eNews I would like to present our latest work and achievements in digitalLIFE4CE:
□
□
□
□
□

□

Behind the Scenes: Get to know our Italian project partners Bruno Kessler Foundation and
Autonomous Province of Trento
Save the Date and join us at our final conference in Trento
How can one partner make a difference in a project?
Continuing work on spin-off project by University of Applied Sciences Burgenland and
Pannon Business Network
#digitalLIFE4CE goes capitalisation - learn about how we capitalise our project outcomes
and also have a look at two concrete example in Trento and the #Com&Cap Workshops by
HEALTHY SAXONY – VFG e.V and Gesundheitsforen Leipzig GmbH
Spotlight on: CEHDES hub Burgenland and their Competence Center for Digital Health

Thank you very much for being with us and supporting us in fostering innovation in integrated
healthcare system solutions.
Best Regards,

Rebecca Winter

Head of Communication digitalLIFE4CE

This project is co-financed by the European Regional Development Fund through Interreg Central Europe.

